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Abstract: It is a fact that women are no different from man. Actually, woman has certain 

advantages than man. But she is confined to stay at home and devote herself exclusively 

to care children and in the service of her husband. In some societies of Muslims women 

given little freedom to marry the person she likes or to separate from a husband she 

dislikes. In many cases or in some cases she hardly enjoys an equal opportunity to earn 

and own property or the full capacity to manage her property. Misbehaving are employed 

to deny her inheritance. Here we find different shades of women with their lives like Aunt 

Abida, Aunt Saira, Nandi, Zahra and Laila where they are exploited, satisfied, liberal, 

responsible etc. 

 

Introduction: It is believed that Muslims misrepresent most of the orthodoxy and 

normative teachings of Islam on female affairs. The female are considered very less when 

compared to male and hardly address about them. In some societies of Muslims women will be 

given little freedom to marry the person she likes or to separate from a husband she dislikes. In 

many cases or in some cases she hardly enjoys an equal opportunity to earn and own property or 

the full capacity to manage her property. Misbehaving are employed to deny her inheritance. She 

has to be confined in house. She would be denied the education or the opportunity to acquire the 

best, rather she has to hope or work for the men’s best. She should not make any contributions 

whenever she was given a chance to work that would be of either exploitation or dull work little 

spiritual significance or satisfaction. Here we find different shades of women with their lives like 

Aunt Abida, Aunt Saira, Nandi, Zahra and Laila where they are exploited, satisfied, liberal, 

responsible etc. 
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The responsible Aunt Abida and guardian of Laila: Aunt Abida is the most respected 

image of Muslim Womanhood. Soft-spoken, brave and an able house manager. She possess and 

cherishes a sense of responsibility and duty. Her life is one sacrificed and divided between her 

father and husband. Her early years spends by caring her father and later imprisoned in her old 

husband’s ancestral home in the company of women who speak vulgar and behave insensitively 

to her poetic and sensitive nature. 

 

 After the death of Laila’s parents, Aunt Abida is given the responsibility of Laila to be a 

gauardian. Aunt Abida is not educated like her brothers. As the daughter of the house of 

Ashiana, Abida is entrusted with the affairs of the estate, which she runs quite efficiently. Even 

as the incharge of running the house she carries it on with a sense of duty rather than any 

assertiveness. She clearly accepts her boundaries as a woman and passes over the responsibility 

of punishing Nandi to the men folk. She resolves herself from showing authoritativeness in the 

house. She gives up the control on the return of her brother Hameed and poses no threat to him. 

She disagrees to marry Laila with Ameer. She says to Laila ”You must learn that your ‘self’ is of 

little importance. It is only through service to others that you can fulfill your duty.” 

 

Aunt Abida’s actions are liberated at times and are considered as governed by a sense of 

duty. Hence her actions are shown as self is reduced to a non-entity. She lives a restricted life as 

she does not make any effort to discover herself. She is a challenging personality but she does 

not express her emotions. At the time of her marriage she hides her feelings. Laila says “I 

suffered more because of Aunt Abida’s acceptance of her life –and her silence.” 

 

Hameed arranges her marriage with a widower. She accepts this decision of the family. 

As a married woman, her role in the family reverts back to an inconsequential presence in the 

Zenana, where “the jealousies and frustrations in that household of women were intangible like 

invisible webs spun by monstrous, unseen spiders “and the irony that “yet without each other 

they had no existence. Physically and mentally and their lives crushed each other “Aunt Abida 

submits to such a trapped existence in the name of duty much as she was at the helm of affairs in 

her house. She does not question the conflicts arising due to such a subservient attitude and the 
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unhappiness of not being counted. She finds many complications in her life after marriage i.e., 

due to childbirth when her mother-in-law refuses to let the male doctors examine her. She loses 

her baby in the process and is saved only by her husband’s intervention. 

 

The modern role of Aunt Saira: Aunt Saira, Uncle Hameed’s wife, also spends her 

childhood in Zenana. She is the only one of the three women who actively participates in the 

upheavals of freedom struggle and in the events that lead to the partition .Aunt Saira lives to 

witness the family getting divided across border and the government seizes the family property. 

After her marriages he is forced to transform herself into an articulate wife and leave the Zenana. 

She observe things carefully and changes her husband to get replaced by unfamiliar things after 

India’s Independence. She is the only woman in her family from her generation who is forced to 

change her lifestyle owing to the social and political changes. Her life represents several changes 

from her childhood to marriage, from the wife of a bureaucrat to the wife of a politician and as a 

rich landlord. She is the lady who never followed the rules of zenana, but has sense of duty 

towards her husband and respect for conventions, which fails to overcome in the modern 

settings. For example she never addresses her husband by his name, as “she was unable to shake 

off tradition “Her premise education of girls is limited to meeting the demands of the men who 

wanted “their wives to be educated enough to meet their friends and entertain” She moves out of 

purdah and adopts alien ways of living where “smart sarees,discreet make-up, waved hair, 

cigarette-holder and high-heeled shoes” are acceptable. Her son cross the border and marries a 

non-Muslim and she is also responsible for her niece who marries a person from the other branch 

of the family. It is believed that she was taught to hold the situations and to challenge, as she was 

cultivated life of the ruler class , but she dismantled right down to their status by making them 

equal to all before law. Her knowledge of running an estate is not sufficient to make her 

understand the technicalities involved in maintaining them, neither does she see the reform 

movements of the government for what they are. Even when Uncle Hameed was alive, she could 

never been a mental companion to him and could never appreciate his distress at the sweeping 

changes in law and in the communal moods of the country. 
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The traditional Zahra: There is a passivity in the woman’s existence in social 

gatherings, parties and witty dialogues are not valued. Social life is depicted through the 

marriage of Zahra. Zahra deserted the love of Asad for a social figure who could give her a life 

of extravagance and pleasure. But she marries a bureaucrat and much like her moves out of 

purdah to take up similar roles. Marriage changes her lifestyle as she travels a lot with her 

husband. Zahra changes herself completely according to her husband, Naseer’s professional 

requirement. Her appearance meant no more loose, shapeless clothes, no more stooping and 

hunching of shoulders to conceal and deny one’s body. But Laila feels this to be superficial. 

 

A well-travelled Zahra remains frivolous in her approach as she worries only about trivial 

matters. When there is an agitation by students during the Viceregal visit , she is concerned much 

about the cancel of her appointment with the European hairdresser in town” After partition, 

Naseer shifts to Pakistan and Zahra limits her visits to her mother in India which become far and 

infrequent. She does this, as she was apprehensive of the possible effect on her husband’s career 

of too many visits of India. Laila says, she remains “flexible in accepting the conventions of 

whichever society she was in, and inflexible in supporting them” 

 

The Protagonist Laila: Laila’s life moves from a girl in the zenana to that of an 

educated woman, who refuses to return home after the death of her husband and decides to live 

on her on. Anuradha Roy says, “in a society where age-old institutions, customs and attitudes 

still flourish, Laila’s rejection of the values of the purdah system has great significance.[”Roy 

Anuradha, Patterns of  Feminist  Consciousness in Indian Women Writers, Prestige New 

Delhi,1999,pg no.139.]Laila’s fight is not just with the external elements of patriarchy but is also 

against the value systems she internalizes in the process of growing up. She is the only lady 

given the benefit of formal education unlike the other women in the household. Laila’s exposure 

to learning changes her attitude and began to analyze and make her own decisions and believes 

to be correct for each incident that happens. The sense of self grows as her earlier learning in the 

Zenana gets modified to suit her growing sense of individuality. She says, “inside me, however, 

a core of intolerance hardened”(Hosain138), which mocked at the disparity between ideals and 
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practice. She feels constrained by the power of her elders over her life, which prevents her from 

executing her plans. 

 

Mulk Raj Anand says, “Something or other goes wrong, because Laila will play with the 

servant children; she will utter the wrong words from the English-Indian school; and she thinks 

disrespectfully about the respectable elders and insinuates rebellious sentiments inspite of 

censorious eyes.[”Anand Raj Mulk, “Attia Hosain: A Profile ”Sunlight on a Broken Column, by 

Attia Hosain, Arnold-Heinemann, New Delhi,1979.] 

 

Laila questions the hypocrisy of the elders in accepting certain things, while rejecting 

others without providing a basis. She poses a question of the relevance of shame as told by 

elders. Generally when men and women of married were denied the freedom to converse freely 

with each other even at home, while it tolerates Uncle Hameed and Aunt Saira their attitudes and 

habits. As they are generally accepted as the man of the house and therefore not objected. Laila 

feels this is a wrong basis as “a thing can’t be shameful at one time and not another, for one 

person and not another.”(Hosain105) 

 

As a young woman in love with Ameer, and feeling free to discuss with Aunt Abida  is 

found to be guilt. Laila refuses to believe that she was committing an offence by admitting that 

she was in love, which the elders equated to sex and hence termed it bad. A liberated Laila 

decides to marry Ameer at least to prove the purity of her love.”I had been guilty of admitting I 

loved, and love between man and woman was associated with sex, and sex was sin. Laila says, 

“My innocence was insulted, my own inhibitions outraged. No one could stop me marrying 

Ameer if only to prove the purity of love”(Hosain312).She feels free of any guilt that was 

imposed on her by them. She gains enough courage to see through the shame of respectability 

maintained between Aunt Abida and her husband and so rejects the interference of others in her 

personal life. 

 

Laila believes that if she agrees to marry according to the elders “it would be paired off 

like an animal.”She cannot imagine marrying some unknown person. She believes in the 
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relationships that are born out of love and values it. When Laila reveals her love to her aunt Saira 

and her friends, they engaged discussing about the disaster  of a recent incident where  a Muslim 

girl and her Hindu lover eloped and after few days the boy’s family accepts him while the girl 

dies as she is forced to commit suicide. But Laila is very rigid in her opinion and she calls her 

action close to heroism and adds that “there have been heroines like her in novels and plays, and 

poems have been written about such love”(AttiaHosain133-134)Her views and beliefs were 

rejected by the other members of the family and angrily ask her to leave the room. 

 

Laila’s friend Sita though modern in her mannerisms and education, does not marry her 

lover Kemal,as he is a Muslim. She agrees to marry the man selected for her by her parents 

because she lacks the courage to defy tradition for the sake of her love. Laila finds it hard to 

accept such an attitude in love and says to Sita, ”marry Kemal, Sita marry him without thinking 

much about it”(Hosain216) Laila’s faith in love is revealed as she further adds,”if you believe in 

it enough it will be alright.It must be”Anuradha Roy says,”Purdah of the mind is thus shown to 

be an even more repressive force than the physical restrictions imposed.[”Roy Anuradha, 

Patterns of  Feminist  Consciousness in Indian Women Writers, Prestige New 

Delhi,1999,pg.103.] 

 

She marries Ameer without the blessings of her elders. Her life comes to an end when 

Ameer joins the Army and becomes a prisoner of war. Her married life is jolted with the death of 

Ameer in the prison .Her family tries to comfort her in her grief but Laila refuses the help of the 

people who did not accept Ameer in his lifetime. She visits Ashiana when she gets an 

opportunity to stay there but she prefers to live alone with her daughter. 

   

  The life of Nandi: Nandi a servant girl becomes an easy target of men as she is from the 

lower class. She is humiliated and much punished. She faces harassment from menfolk. Nandi 

resolve to marry any old man as her father selects for her. She is aware of the fact that she is not 

marrying for love but for the sake of responsibility. She even reach to a situation, where there is 

a possibility of her husband accepting the baby as his own. She is a lower class and caste, and 

breaks patriarchal limitations imposed on her behavior. The limitations made by elders for her 
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are only physical and has not come from the instructional medium. Inspite of this she exercises 

her self-will in her own life. This could be seen when she avenges her friend Saliman’s death by 

punishing the offender, Ghulam Ali. Saliman dies as she is subjected to insults and left alone, 

owing to her state of unwed pregnancy. Nandi tricks Ghulam Ali into falling for her and later 

exposes h.im for attempting to assault her. The plan is successful as he is thrown out of the house 

for allegedly attempting to outrage her modesty. Nandi shows immense courage in punishing 

him by getting him caught. Nandi grows conscious of her will and prepares herself to bear any 

consequence to have her way. Her love affairs after the one with the peddler are focused on her 

needs. Through the hard way in life, she earns how to make herself matter in everything she 

does. She believes that only women involved in a love affair have to bear the pain, while the man 

is not. She believes this pain as a necessary punishment after which a woman is free to live her 

life. Laila says of her that she remained “completely, naturally and fearlessly feminine” 

Conclusion 

In this novel, we find women in different roles. They are stubborn in some cases, 

accepting, taking responsibilities etc.Aunt Abida, is the lady who takes responsibility of the 

entire household,, but after marriage she becomes puppet in the hands of her husband and 

achieves nothing at the end. The modern lady of the novel is Aunt Saira, who agrees to marry 

Laila with Ameer. Zahra is the lady, who accepts her mother, husband and enjoys her life and is 

given respect in the society. Laila, the protagonist’s fight is not just with the elements of 

patriarchy but is also against the value systems she faces in the process of growing up. She is the 

only lady given the benefit of formal education unlike the other women in the household. If we 

take Nandi, is humiliated and much punished as she is from lower class. She faces harassment 

from menfolk. 
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